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Outsunny 2.7m Garden Banana Parasol Cantilever Umbrella with Crank Handle Double Tier
Canopy and Cross Base for Outdoor Hanging Sun Shade Dark Grey

  View Product 

 Code : 84D-187CG

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£164.99

£109.99 / exc vat
£131.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

ADJUSTABLEÂ ANGLE:Â EasyÂ toÂ setÂ toÂ differentÂ
positionsÂ withÂ theÂ handle Â meaningÂ theÂ
overhangingÂ parasolÂ umbrella canÂ provide shadeÂ
atÂ differentÂ timesÂ ofÂ the day
STEELÂ FRAME:Â AÂ toughÂ structureÂ forÂ extraÂ
strengthÂ soÂ theÂ cantileverÂ parasolÂ standsÂ inÂ
place.Â ConnectedÂ toÂ theÂ canopyÂ withÂ 8Â ribsÂ
forÂ stability
CRANK HANDLE: Open and close the garden parasol in
seconds with the easy-to-turn handle saving space and
easy to store when not in use. The parasol can stand
more stable by adjusting knobs on the column of the
umbrella base
DOUBLE-TIER CANOPY: The 2-tiered vented canopy
allows air to pass through the bottom to the outside
helping to prevent it from lifting the garden umbrella
canopy and overpowering it
PRODUCT DETAILS: Overall Dimension: 2.67 x 2.65H m
Pole Size: 48mm. Recommended weight of umbrella
base: 14kg/pc. Assembly required.NOTE 1: A cross base
is included additional weights are required but not
included;NOTE 2: Not recommended to be used in heavy
rain or other harsh conditions
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